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Thesis Statement
LUCID is a year long visual development of a role playing, visual novel video game. In the future, this game will be a 3d/2d platform hybrid that 
drives an aesthetic psychological experience. The BFA year was to focus on environmental style and character developments.

LUCID is a role play video game concept that tells the story of Laila: a girl who’s life is turned upside down, but tries to show that everything is 
ok. But when she goes to sleep, she is confronted with her true hidden emotions. As Laila goes into her dream world, she is met with many 
characters and enemies that influence a new way of thinking. She has total control of her movements and remembers what happens every night, 
giving her lucid dreams. 
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Market
What genre will this be put in? This will be a psychological horror game. But it would not be as obvious by the first glance. This 
game may attract people who are interested in the unique style, who are familiar with rpg titles, and players who appreciate the soft 
aesthetic. 

Similar in this field: Earthbound, Omori, Yume Nikki, IB, Shin Megami Tensei Persona series

What makes LUCID different: This is a story of self discovery and acceptance, that players are taking the back seat from. You 
(player) are not Laila. Laila is her own person. You may serve as a conscious guide or an audience member.
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What does it mean to 
have a lucid dream?

When a person has a Lucid dream, it means they are aware they are in a dream and that they have some control 
over their actions. Statistics show that 50% of people recall that they are in a lucid state, and just over 10% 
documented have a lucid dream two times in a month. 

It is unknown how or why these dream occur, but it can be seen as a virtual experience making it an ultimate 
self-directed dreamscape. Research has shown that lucid dreamers perform better on creative tasks than those 
who do not experience lucid dreaming.
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Style Inspiration 
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Fall Semester
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Spring Semester
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Concept 
Development
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What’s next after a year?

Spring 2022



Thank you!


